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DECKS

P RO T I P
Stairways should be
located so that frequently used areas off
the deck don’t require a
long walk.A large deck
may need more than
one stairway.

Getting an Angle on the Sun
Morning Sun
North–south board trellis lets
Except in the hottest climates, early morning sun is
some midmorning and
always welcome, and decks can be open to the east.
midafternoon sun through.
Overhead trellis boards oriented along the north–south
axis will let the sun penetrate back to the deck and
house at this time of day but will block midday sun.

Greenery provides good
shade in summer and lets
light through in winter.

The east side of the house is quick to warm.
Midday Sun
Midday sun is the hottest everywhere.
A trellis can provide shade during the hot
summer, but unfortunately it works during
the winter, too.

Midday sun

A spa surrounded by an elegant railing leaves no doubt
about the focus of this small
deck area.

IN DETAIL
ocal points are single-function
objects or areas that can add
interest to a simple deck. These
might include small bump-outs
in the deck for cooking areas, a
central outdoor fire pit, hot
tubs, gardening workbenches, or
fountains and pools.

F

Low morning sun is
not blocked by trellis.

These trees don't
shade the house in
the morning.

Trees to the south
provide midday shade.

Tip the trellis boards, use wider boards, and/or increase
frequency of boards to provide more shade.

Evening Sun
To block evening sun, add screens to the west or
keep the deck exclusively on the east side of the
house to provide shade from the lower sun.
Locating a deck to utilize trees and natural
greenery for shade is a good three-season
solution without winter-time complications.
Trees provide good
late-afternoon shade.

Vertical screens provide
the best late-day shade.
Evening sun

IN DETAIL
evel changes are a great way
to introduce contrast and
interest. They can punctuate
transitions from one function to
another. Varying levels can also
help introduce changes in style
(as from wood decking to a rock
walkway), or provide a great
place for accessories. Level
changes also allow a deck to
follow the contours of the land,
preventing a hillside home from
having a deck that towers high
above ground level.

Doors and traffic patterns

L
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This covered deck extends along the whole side
on the house.Although translucent panels were
used in the central area to let in light while keeping out rain, any part of the roof system could
have been omitted in sunnier climates.

While climate and other outside factors certainly
influence where you choose to locate your deck,
you also need to consider how the deck relates
to the inside of your house. If eating on the deck
requires you to haul food halfway through the
house, you can bet there won’t be many picnics.
If a parent inside can’t keep a watchful eye on
youngsters playing outside on the deck, the kids
will end up staying indoors.A deck is—or should
be—an extension of the house, a transition area
between a “wilder” natural setting (albeit some

